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Preparing Students for Emerging Industries in 
Aviation, Unmanned Systems and Aerospace 
Engineering –
a concurrent enrollment model
1
Market Demands – A different kind of pilot
Remote
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Manned
Unmanned 
Aerial 
Systems – A 
disruptive 
technology
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Our Mission
To provide our high school students 
with a clear pathway for an 
accelerated college degree and an 
exciting career in the aerospace 
industry
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GAETZ AEROSPACE INSTITUTE
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Our Typical Junior + Senior Year Student
Graduates with:
• Experience in college as a Freshman at 
ERAU
• A STEM focused education
• 12 College Credits ($17,200)
• 10% of college completed
• Industry Certifications: PPGS, SUAS, 
VSO, Part 107
• A greater sense of what is actually 
possible
Areas of Study
 Aviation/Flight
 Unmanned Aircraft Systems
 Commercial Space Operations
 Engineering/Computer Science
 Commercial Space Operations
 Aviation Business
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Aerospace 
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2+2+2: Gaetz  JUCO  Embry-Riddle
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SMART@ER OUTREACH
Advanced High School with Industry Certs
 Private Pilot Operations
 Unmanned Aircraft Systems
 FFA/UAS AgriScience
 Aviation Algebra
 Aviation Physics*
 Aerospace: Mechanical Engineering*
Additional Outreach
 SMART@ER Competitions
 Seaperch: Underwater ROV
 UAS Challenge
 SMART@ER Girls Change the World!
